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Summary After domestication 11 000 years ago in Asia Minor, the goat followed human migration to

Europe and Asia. It was then introduced in Africa and is now raised all over the world. In

this study, we exploited a dataset composed of 54 000 SNPs (Illumina goat DNA chip) to

analyze the genetic diversity of 223 individuals belonging to eight French breeds (Alpine,

Angora, Corse, Foss�es, Poitevine, Provenc�ale, Pyr�en�ees and Saanen). Analyses carried out

included individual-based approaches (principal component analysis and population

structure) and population-based approaches (phylogenetic tree constructions). The results

of the genetic diversity analyses revealed that French breeds are clearly differentiated, in

particular, the Angora breed that originates from south west Asia. The Provenc�ale breed

shows a very original genetic pattern that could be the result of ancient admixture. Then,

selection signatures were detected by identifying regions of outlying genetic differentiation

between populations. Five genomic regions were detected under selection on chromosomes

5, 6, 11, 13 and 20, revealing mainly soft selective sweeps and a few hard selective sweeps

and highlighting candidate genes that had been selected for during the evolutionary history

of these breeds. Among them, two coat coloration genes (ADAMTS20 and ASIP) and one

gene related to milk composition (CSN1S1) were involved.
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Introduction

The goat is one of the first grazing animals to be

domesticated by humans in the Fertile Crescent due to its

manageable size and the ability to adapt to difficult

environmental conditions. According to archeological evi-

dence (Zeder 2008) and genetic data (Zeder 2008; Colli

et al. 2015), the goat was domesticated some 11 000 years

ago in southeast Anatolia (Turkey) and in the Zagros

Mountains (Iran). Since domestication, goats have been

introduced in Europe, Asia and Africa and today are raised

all over the world.

In metropolitan France, goats are traditionally bred for

milk used for cheese production. Among dairy livestock

species (with sheep and cattle), goat was the least produc-

tive one, and its livestock therefore was restricted mostly to

regions with harsh environmental conditions (e.g. drylands

and mountains). For this reason, historical records on

French goat livestock are scarce. In particular, the estab-

lishment of goat herdbooks and official breeds started only

in 1930, a century later than sheep and cattle, with the

creation of the Alpine breed. Today, the advent of molecular

genetic data offers the opportunity to inform this history

through the signatures it left on the genetic diversity of

contemporary populations.

There are traditionally three regions for goat breeding in

metropolitan France: western, southeastern and central

France (Spindler 1988; Le Jaouen 2002). Fourteen goat

breeds are officially recognized in France today, 11 located

in metropolitan France and three in French overseas

regions. In metropolitan France, three types of breeds can

be distinguished. Ninety percent of the French goats belong

to the Alpine or the Saanen breeds. These two industrial

dairy breeds are managed within efficient breeding pro-

grams (Danchin-Burge et al. 2012) and originate from

eastern France and Switzerland. Most of the remaining

stock is composed of local dairy breeds of moderate size

(about 1000 individuals): the Corse, Poitevine and Pyr�en�ees

breeds. Finally, two local breeds with few individuals (fewer

than 1000) are managed within conservation programs:

the Provenc�ale and the Foss�es breeds. In addition to these

dairy breeds a small population of Angora individuals exists

that is reared for Mohair production. This breed originates
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from Turkey and is managed in an organized breeding

program (Danchin-Burge et al. 2012).

Few studies exist on the genetic diversity of European

goat populations and, in particular, French populations. A

study based on pedigree records focused on the three breeds

that have a breeding program: Alpine, Saanen and Angora

(Danchin-Burge et al. 2012). Subsequent studies have

started to exploit genetic markers to better characterize

the genetic diversity and migration routes of European

goats (Canon et al. 2006; Lenstra et al. 2016). These two

studies were based on genotyping 30 and 27 microsatellites

respectively, and both included three local populations—

Rove, Corse and Pyr�en�ees—with the addition of the Alpine

breed by Canon et al. (2006). These studies started to

highlight the genetic relationships between European goat

populations, but their resolution remained limited by the

high mutation rate of microsatellites and the relatively

small number of markers used. In particular, specific signals

of adaptation could not be pinpointed.

The recent availability of a medium density single

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array for goats (Tosser-

Klopp et al. 2014) offers the opportunity to improve the

characterization of genetic differentiation between goat

populations and scan the genome for signatures of popula-

tion-specific adaptations (http://www.goatadaptmap.org/).

In our study, we used this tool to genotype eight French

goat breeds (Alpine, Angora, Corse, Foss�es, Poitevine,

Provenc�ale, Pyr�en�ees and Saanen) to characterize their

genetic diversity and relatedness. In addition, the marker

density of this tool allows for the detection of selection

signatures specific to French breeds to improve the knowl-

edge about their evolutionary history.

Materials and methods

Biological samples

Based on pedigree records, 269 a priori minimally related

individuals from eight French caprine breeds were selected

and genotyped using the GoatSNP50 BeadChip (Illumina,

Inc.) developed by the International Goat Consortium

(Tosser-Klopp et al. 2014). Original marker positions were

remapped on the recent goat reference sequence ARS1

(Bickhart et al. 2017).

Quality control of the dataset was performed using PLINK

v1.90 beta (Purcell et al. 2007; Yang et al. 2011; Chang

et al. 2015). SNPs with a call rate greater than 0.95 and a

minor allele frequency (MAF) greater than 0.05 were kept.

Within each breed, we identified a set of unrelated individ-

uals by pruning pairs of individuals that had a genomic

kinship coefficient greater than 0.2 (Rochus et al. 2018).

After quality control, 46 065 SNPs and 223 animals from

eight French caprine breeds were kept. The name, abbre-

viation and sample size of each breed are given in Table 1.

Additional genotypes at markers of the GoatSNP50

Bead-Chip of two outgroup populations—Bezoar ibex (Capra

aegagrus; n = 7) and Iranian Goat (n = 9)—were obtained

from Alberto et al. (2018).

Genetic diversity analysis

For each population, PLINK software was used to calculate

two estimators of the inbreeding coefficient of each individ-

ual: FIS using the --het small-sample option and FROH using

the --homozyg command. PLINK was also used to perform a

principal component analysis (PCA) using the --pca

command.

A model-based population structure analysis was per-

formed using ADMIXTURE v1.23 (Alexander et al. 2009). The

optimal partitioning was evaluated by cross-validation with

the number of hypothetical populations K ranging from 1 to

9 (Fig. S1).

Reynolds’ distances (Reynolds et al. 1983) were com-

puted between all pairs of populations. The population tree

was constructed by applying neighbor-joining (Saitou & Nei

1987) on the Reynolds distances as described by Bon-

homme et al. (2010). These analyses were performed using

HAPFLK v.1.3.0 (Fariello et al. 2013). We also computed Weir

and Cockerham FST values (Weir & Cockerham 1984)

between all pairs of populations using the HIERFSTAT R

package (Goudet 2005).

To evaluate possible admixture events between popula-

tions, a maximum likelihood tree was estimated using

TREEMIX v.1.12 (Pickrell & Pritchard 2012). The optimal

number of admixture events inferred by the software was

evaluated by measuring model fit as explained by Pickrell &

Pritchard (2012). The fraction of the variance in related-

ness between populations that is accounted for by the

models, f, was calculated for models with an added

migration event number ranging from 0 to 10 (Fig. S2).

Selection signatures analysis

Six breeds were used for the selection signatures analysis:

Alpine, Corse, Foss�es, Poitevine, Pyr�en�ees and Saanen. The

Table 1 Name of the breeds, size of the breeds, breed acronyms,

sample size, mean for each breed of Wright’s inbreeding coefficient

(FIS) and proportion of runs of homozygosity (FROH).

Breed

name

Breed

size

Breed

code

Sample

size FIS FROH

Alpine 450 000 ALP 45 �0.011 0.053

Angora 4000 ANG 29 0.020 0.142

Corse 29 000 CRS 29 0.020 0.030

Foss�es 1040 FSS 19 0.020 0.070

Poitevine 3173 PTV 27 0.014 0.111

Provenc�ale 999 PVC 19 0.004 0.053

Pyr�en�ees 3297 PYR 17 0.050 0.108

Saanen 350 000 SAA 38 �0.015 0.053
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Provenc�ale and Angora breeds were not included in the

analysis for reasons explained in the Results section. We

considered selection signatures leading to excess differenti-

ation in allele or haplotype frequencies between popula-

tions. Specifically, the FLK (single SNP approach) and

hapFLK (haplotypic approach) tests were performed using

HAPFLK v.1.3.0. The number of haplotype clusters used for

the hapFLK genome scan was set at 40, as determined by

the FASTPHASE cross-validation procedure (Scheet & Stephens

2006). The P-values and significance of each statistic at

each SNP were re-estimated following Fariello et al. (2014)

and as indicated in the software documentation. Tests were

considered significant at the 10% false discovery rate level,

estimated using the R BIOCONDUCTOR Q-VALUE package (Storey

et al. 2015).

For each significant region, local trees were computed

from the FLK and hapFLK statistics (Fariello et al. 2013) to

highlight which population had most likely been selected

on, using scripts provided on the HAPFLK web page. In

parallel, allele frequencies of each population at each SNP

were investigated using PLINK for each significant region.

Candidate genes corresponding to protein-coding genes

were extracted from the feature table of the reference

caprine genome (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/refseq/

vertebrate_mammalian/Capra_hircus/latest_assembly_ver

sions/GCF_001704415.1_ARS1) for each significant

region. Some of these genes were considered selection

candidates based on their physical proximity to the most

significant SNP and on their referenced biological effects in

the literature.

Results

Genetic diversity

Two kinds of analyses were performed: intra-breed analyses,

which consider each animal individually to represent

genetic variability within each breed (FIS, FROH, PCA), and

structure analyses of the global sampled population, which

represent the relationship between breeds (model-based

clustering, Reynolds genetic distances, FST, phylogenetic

trees).

The inbreeding coefficients ranged from –0.015 (Saanen)

to 0.050 (Pyr�en�ees) for FIS and from 0.030 (Corse) to 0.142

(Angora) for FROH (Table 1). As expected, the two coeffi-

cients were not entirely in agreement, but both revealed

higher inbreeding (FROH > 0.1) in the Angora, Poitevine

and Pyr�en�ees breeds than in the Alpine, Corse, Provenc�ale
and Saanen breeds. A runs of homozygosity (ROH) analysis

(Fig. S3) revealed a few individuals exhibiting large ROH in

the Pyr�en�ees, Provenc�ale, Foss�es and Corse populations,

indicating recent consanguineous matings in these small or

subdivided populations.

A representation of the first and second principal com-

ponents of the PCA is provided in Fig. 1. The first

component explained 36.6% of the genetic variance in the

dataset, corresponding to the divergence between Angora

and the indigenous breeds (Alpine, Corse, Foss�es, Poitevine,

Provenc�ale, Pyr�en�ees and Saanen). The second component

explained 13.9% of the genetic variance and separated the

Poitevine and Saanen. The other components (Fig. S4)

explained less than 13% of the genetic variance and

corresponded to the successive separations of the other

breeds, which revealed a clear genetic structure in the

dataset.

The cross-validation procedure of ADMIXTURE software

(Fig. S1) gave an optimal number of eight hypothetical

populations, K, corresponding to the lowest cross-validation

error (0.6418). The clustering procedure implemented in

ADMIXTURE software at K = 8 (Fig. 2) highlights the differen-

tiation of each breed into one clearly recognizable cluster.

Among these breeds, five (Alpine, Angora, Corse, Poitevine

and Saanen) formed homogeneous clusters with a very high

Q score value for each individual, whereas clusters corre-

sponding to the three other breeds (Foss�es, Provenc�ale and

Pyr�en�ees) were more heterogeneous, some individuals

appearing potentially slightly admixed. This was also seen

to some extent in the PCA analysis, in which individuals

from these three populations exhibited larger dispersion of

their loadings on PC5, PC6 and PC7 (Fig. S4).

Both computed genetic distances between each pair of

populations (Fig. S5) were very well correlated (r2 = 0.993).

Reynold genetic distances and FST values ranged from

0.068 (the distance between Alpine and Corse) and 0.049

(the distance between Provenc�ale and Corse) to 0.212 and

0.198 (the distance between Angora and Poitevine), with

averages of 0.110 and 0.092 respectively. The Angora

population was the most differentiated population with

average distances of 0.185 and 0.169 for Reynolds distance

and FST respectively, whereas the other breeds had lower

Figure 1 Representation of the first and second components of the

principal component analysis. Breed abbreviations are given in Table 1.
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average values (0.100 and 0.081 for Reynolds distance and

FST respectively).

To evaluate the possibility of admixture between breeds, a

phylogenetic tree between populations was estimated using

TREEMIX, including Iranian goat individuals from a domestic

population and from a wild population of Capra aegagrus

(Bezoar ibex; Fig. 3). The tree showed that the wild

population forms an outgroup, consistent with these

individuals being descendants of the ancestral population

independent of Capra hircus populations, similar to what

was reported in sheep (Alberto et al. 2018; Rochus et al.

2018). The Angora individuals and Iranian domestics

formed a sub-clade in the tree, whereas breeds originating

from France and Switzerland (hereafter called Western

populations for simplicity) formed a mostly unstructured

sub-tree. Testing for possible admixture led to the inclusion

of only one admixture event, after which more than 99% of

the between-population genetic variance was accounted for

(Fig. S2). This admixture event linked the Provenc�ale breed
to the internal branch basal to all Western populations.

Based on the shape of the curve shown in Fig. S2, we

decided to add the results from TREEMIX up to four estimated

migration events (Fig. S6). These revealed links between the

Saanen breed with the internal branch basal to all Western

populations, the Foss�es breed with the Angora branch and

the Pyr�en�ees breed with the Angora breed for the second,

third and fourth migration events respectively.

Detection of selection signatures

Based on the genetic structure analysis, we did not consider

the Angora population for the selection signature analysis,

as it was too distantly related to the other populations. We

also excluded the Provenc�ale, as it was possibly admixed, a

factor that is not well accounted for with the statistics used.

The single-SNP approach (FLK) revealed only two signifi-

cant SNPs on chromosome 5 at positions 37.1 and

37.2 Mb, whereas the LD-based approach (hapFLK)

detected five significant regions across the six studied breeds

(Fig. 4). A detailed description of these regions is provided in

Table 2.

The first region was very large (about 15 Mb) and was

located between positions 34.7 and 49.6 Mb on chromo-

some 5. The breeds that were the most differentiated were

Pyr�en�ees and Foss�es (Fig. S7). Seventy-four candidate genes
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were found, and one of them was a strong positional and

functional candidate gene—ADAMTS20—related to coat

color.

The second significant region was a bit smaller, spanning

about 10 Mb and containing 72 candidate genes. It was

located between positions 79.1 and 90.2 Mb on chromo-

some 6. Three breeds appeared to be differentiated at this

location: Alpine, Corse and Pyr�en�ees (Fig. S8). This region

contained a strong candidate gene—CSN1S1—related to

the secretion of the alpha-s1 casein, responsible for milk

coagulation.

The third significant region was less than 5 Mb long and

was located between positions 44.9 and 49.3 Mb on

chromosome 11. Only one breed was differentiated: Foss�es

(Fig. S9). The protein-coding genes closest to the signal

were PAX8, PSD4 and a cluster of genes coding for

interleukins (IL1RN, IL1F10, IL36RN and IL36B). How-

ever, we could not retain any particular functional candi-

date gene among the 59 candidate genes present in the

region.

The fourth region was the largest region, spanning about

18 Mb. The signal was located between positions 49.0 and

66.5 Mb on chromosome 13. Three breeds were differenti-

ated: Foss�es, Poitevine and Saanen (Fig. S10). This large

region contained 294 genes, and among them a strong

functional candidate gene was present: the ASIP gene,

related to coat color.

The last region was the smallest one (less than 4 Mb),

located between positions 46.5 and 50.1 Mb on chromosome

20. Only one breed was differentiated: Pyr�en�ees (Fig. S11).

There were two genes in this region including only one gene

known in the literature, the CDH9 gene.

Discussion

In this study, we conducted an analysis of the genetic

relationship among goat populations raised in France and

identified five genomic regions that appear as selection

signatures. For these two objectives, our results must be

interpreted with caution for two main reasons.

Figure 4 Genome scan for selection signature in six French breeds genotyped. Color change represents transition from one chromosome to the next.

Table 2 Selection signatures in six French breeds (breed abbreviations are given in Table 1).

Chr Begin (bp) End (bp) Diff. pop.

No of protein

coding genes

Strong candidate

gene Position (bp)

Rank of candidate

gene

5 34 657 160 49 621 986 FSS

PYR

74 ADAMTS20 36 409 817–36 611 393 1

6 79 080 590 90 233 727 ALP

CRS

PYR

72 CSN1S1 85 978 463–85 995 270 7

11 44 937 429 49 314 966 FSS 59

13 48 951 107 66 542 955 FSS

PTV

SAA

294 ASIP 63 228 709–63 249 542 17

20 46 495 170 50 063 724 PYR 2 CDH9 46 551 084–46 689 563 2
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First, the individuals sampled were selected to ensure

the representativeness of each breed, and we minimized

the relationship between animals in the data by elimi-

nating close relatives. However, the number of individuals

within each breed remained rather small (about 28

individuals on average), although that is typical for such

studies. In particular, due to the lack of knowledge of the

pedigree for three breeds (Foss�es, Provenc�ale and

Pyr�en�ees), we eliminated several closely related individu-

als, leading to a reduced sample size (fewer than 20

animals). This confers to each individual a high weight in

the results.

Second, the results obtained depended on the ascertain-

ment bias of SNPs selected to be included on the caprine

BeadChip (Tosser-Klopp et al. 2014). These SNPs have been

chosen in the context of genetic breeding to have a high

MAF (mostly >0.25) across many breeds so that the SNP

chip can be useful for many breeds around the world. This

selection is not representative of the global caprine genome,

for which a vast majority of SNPs has a very low MAF

(<0.05; Benjelloun et al. 2015; Alberto et al. 2018). Thus,

we might have worried about the BeadChip slightly

overestimating the within-breed genetic parameters esti-

mated. However, most of our results were based on the

genetic differentiation between populations, which is less

affected by SNP ascertainment. However, this phenomenon

could explain that single-SNP FLK tests were less powerful

than the hapFLK tests, which combine many SNPs to form

possibly rare haplotypes (Fariello et al. 2013).

Genetic diversity

The results from all genetic diversity analyses are consistent

with the fact that the eight populations studied here are

clearly genetically differentiated and that the Western

populations are quite distantly related to the Angora

population. Indeed, the genetic distances between each pair

of populations are quite moderate (on average 0.110 and

0.092 for Reynolds distance and FST respectively), even

when setting aside the Angora population (on average

0.086 and 0.066 for Reynolds distance and FST respec-

tively). However, we noticed a low sample size effect in our

study with the overestimation of genetic distances using the

Reynolds approach in comparison with the Weir and

Cockerham approach, which is not sensitive to sample size.

PCA analysis confirmed the difference of the Angora

population, as the first component explains 36.6% of the

genetic variance and separates the Angora population from

the others. Including the Iranian domestic population

reveals its proximity to the Angora, consistent with its

Turkish origin, and shows that these two populations

separated a long time ago from the Western breeds

considered here, possibly not long after domestication.

Although the Angora breed in France is the result of a

second wave of imports during the 1980s from several

regions of the world (Canada, Texas, South Africa, Australia

and New Zealand; Visser et al. 2016), it forms a homoge-

neous cluster of individuals. This is most likely due to the

absence of later imports and its management in an efficient

breeding program, which generally leads to homogenize

within-breed diversity.

The seven Western populations form clearly distinct

genetic clusters, which can be linked to their evolution over

centuries. Some breeds—Alpine, Saanen, Corse and Poite-

vine—appear to form a homogeneous cluster of individuals.

These populations form the core of the French goat livestock

for milk production and are involved in national genetic

management programs with exchanges between breeders.

In particular, the genetic variability of the Alpine and

Saanen populations has been purposely managed in con-

junction with their intensive breeding program over the last

30 years (Danchin-Burge et al. 2012). The three remaining

breeds, namely the Foss�es, the Provenc�ale and the Pyr�en�ees,

are in conservation programs, implemented more recently.

Consequently, the genetic management and the exchange

of reproducers are less intense and less organized, leading to

possible between-flock heterogeneity. For the Pyr�en�ees

breed in particular, the narrow valleys of the Pyr�en�ees

Mountains historically have limited genetic exchange

between flocks. This heterogeneity comes together with

higher levels of inbreeding, which would be consistent with

some level of within-breed substructure rather than actual

admixture.

On the contrary, the Provenc�ale exhibits a rather low

level of inbreeding and its within-breed heterogeneity could

be better explained by a potential admixture event affecting

individuals unequally. The TREEMIX analysis indeed identified

a potential source of gene flow from genetic material that

appears to come from a population ancestral to Western

populations. We found only one anecdotal reference dating

from 1947 in which a French shepherdess who owned some

Provenc�ale goats refers to her goats as ‘Syriennes’, which

means goats originating from Syria (Mauron 1947). This

partially oriental origin of the breed is also mentioned by

Babo (2000) but possibly from the same source. Therefore,

we can make the hypothesis that the Provenc�ale breed is a

cross of some individuals already present in France with

some other individuals subsequently imported from a

country close to the location of original goat domestication.

In the larger study by Colli et al. (2018), including the

global Adaptmap panel (144 goat populations), the

Provenc�ale breed was always clustered with the European

populations, evidence that they share a common genetic

heritage. Nevertheless, the Provenc�ale breed appeared (i)

closer to the populations of central or southern Italy than to

the French ones and (ii) closer to the Pakistan and Iranian

breeds than to the French ones, which is consistent with our

results.

Interestingly, a similar flow of ancestral genes for the

Saanen and Foss�es breeds was found when adding further

© 2018 Stichting International Foundation for Animal Genetics, 50, 54–63
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migration edges in the TREEMIX analysis (Fig. S6). This could

indicate a common event affecting multiple breeds, but

further elucidation of this was not feasible in the context of

our study for two main reasons. First, identifying the

potential source of admixture would require genotyping

more populations. This is being carried out within the

ADAPTmap initiative (Colli et al. 2018). The second limi-

tation comes from the genotyping tool used. Although the

SNP array used for this study is a great improvement over

previous tools, it has been designed to include SNPs with

high MAF in many different breeds (Tosser-Klopp et al.

2014), which can introduce a bias in the population

statistics calculated (FIS and FST). It also limits the identi-

fication of the origins of admixture, information for which

could come from SNPs that would be specific to a few

numbers of populations but that are not on the chip by

design. Further work based on sequencing data will most

likely be needed to investigate this further.

Detection of selection signatures

We detected five significant regions along the caprine

genome in our dataset. The selection signatures detected in

this study thus could have resulted from natural selection or

from an individual selection of breeders over the centuries.

The latter concerns mainly production traits for economic

reasons and morphologic traits for other reasons such as

coat color, morphology, hardiness, etc. In each significant

region, therefore, we looked at genes that could be related to

one of these reasons more specifically.

In our detection of selection signatures, we were looking

for either ‘hard sweeps’, which means a rapid fixation of an

initially rare variant in a population, or ‘soft sweeps’, which

means a selection on standing variation. Indeed, the

hapFLK differentiation-based approach can detect these

two selective signals.

Among the 74 protein-coding genes in the significant

region on chromosome 5, the ADAMTS20 gene (coding for

a disintegrin-like and metalloprotease with thrombospondin

type-1 motifs) was considered a good functional candidate,

as it has been shown to modify coat color patterns in mice

(Rao et al. 2003; Baxter et al. 2004; Silver et al. 2008),

which match some breeds in our dataset. In addition, this

gene was closest to the most significant SNP in the

haplotype analysis and quite close to the two significant

SNPs identified with the SNP approach, making it also a

good positional candidate. In mice, mutations in the

ADAMTS20 gene cause the emergence of a belted pheno-

type (white spotting of the dorsal and ventral torso), which

results from a defect in melanocyte development. Local

examination of the allele and haplotype differentiation

patterns in the signature (Fig. S7) reveals that the Pyr�en�ees

population has most likely been selected for a mutation in

the region. The allele frequencies in each population at each

SNP in the significant regions are provided in Table S1. One

of the traditional breed standards is a belted phenotype

closely matching the mice mutant. We suspect that the

Pyr�en�ees population harbors a high-frequency variant (the

phenotype is not completely homogeneous in the breed) at

the ADAMTS20 locus that created a hard selective sweep in

the neighboring region. In addition to the Pyr�en�ees, we

found a possible signature of selection at the same locus in

the Foss�es breed, but not associated with extreme loss of

diversity in the region (a soft selective sweep). This would be

consistent with the phenotypic diversity of the Foss�es

population, within which only some animals exhibit a

belted phenotype.

On chromosome 6, the CSN1S1 gene (rank 7/72 in terms

of position) was considered the best functional candidate for

the selection signature. This gene codes for casein alpha s1,

a protein largely responsible for milk coagulation, a

fundamental step in the process of deriving cheese from

raw milk. Indeed, many studies have focused on this very

polymorphic locus because it is of great interest for the

French dairy goat industry (Grosclaude et al. 1987; Barbieri

et al. 1995; Selvaggi et al. 2014). The CSN1S1 gene was

characterized for the caprine species at the end of the 1980s

(Brignon et al. 1989, 1990), which resulted in the discovery

of eight alleles associated with four levels of protein

synthesis. This locus might have been indirectly selected

by breeders over time through the conservation of individ-

uals with great milk coagulation potential. More recently,

the CSN1S1 genotypes have been used for selection

purposes in the breeding programs of the Alpine and

Saanen breeds (Manfredi & Adnøy 2012). In our study, the

two populations that appear to have been selected on this

gene are the Alpine and Pyr�en�ees breeds (Fig. S8). However,

they are not fixed for a single haplotype in the region, which

would be consistent with multiple alleles being selected on

at this locus, driving a soft selective sweep.

In the significant region on chromosome 13, the ASIP

gene (agouti signaling protein), a copy number variation gene

related to coat coloration, was found quite close to the most

significant SNP (rank 17/294). First characterized in mice

in the early 1990s (Bultman et al. 1992), this gene has been

very well studied in the caprine species because it is

responsible for the emergence of white color, to a greater or

lesser degree according to its copy number in the genome

(Dong et al. 2015). This signature of selection was recently

detected in the Appenzell goat and Chamois-colored breeds

from Switzerland (Burren et al. 2016) as well as in the

Saanen breed from Canada (Brito et al. 2017). Additionally,

in another recent study, Martin et al. (2016) revealed its

association with undesired coat color phenotypes in French

Saanen goats. All three breeds involved in the detected

signal in our study—Foss�es, Poitevine and Saanen—have a

white coat coloration but with different patterns: Saanen is

entirely white; Poitevine has white color on the belly, legs

and head; and Foss�es does not have a fixed color phenotype,

but there is frequently a white spot on the coat. We note
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however that the selection signature is quite large, and it is

possible that multiple selection events, possibly affecting

different genes, are responsible for the observed signal.

The selection signature on chromosome 20 lies in a gene-

poor region, not only in goat but also in cattle and human.

Hence, despite this region’s relatively large size, only a

single gene is annotated: the CDH9 gene coding for the

cadherin 9 protein. This gene has been associated with

autism in humans, consistent with an almost exclusive

brain transcription. Cadherins mediate cell–cell adhesion

but also are involved in intracellular signaling pathways

associated with neuropsychiatric disease (Wang et al. 2009;

Redies et al. 2012). In other species, this locus was found to

be a selection signature in dogs (Akey et al. 2010) and was

interpreted as being related to behavior but with no

functional support. It is also possible that other genes,

possibly non-protein coding ones, are present in the region

and affect some other trait.

In the current study, we confirmed three selection

signatures detected by Bertolini et al. (2018) and found

two new selection signatures never detected before. The

very well-known genes involved in coat color determina-

tion, ADAMTS20 on chromosome 5 and ASIP on chromo-

some 13, had already been found in several groups of

breeds: for the ADAMTS20 gene, the southwestern Euro-

pean group (which includes the Pyr�en�ees population; the

Argentata dell’Etna breed from the southeastern European

group; and the Sahel, Peuhl and Targi breeds from

northwestern Africa) and for the ASIP gene, the Kacchan

population from the Pakistani breeds and the Alpine,

Poitevine and Valdostana breeds from the Alpine group.

The cluster of casein genes on chromosome 6 was also

detected in the group of Alpine populations and in the

eastern African populations. In contrast, regions on chro-

mosomes 13 and 20 are specific to French breeds.

Conclusion

In our study, we characterized within- and between-breed

genetic diversity of eight French goat breeds with a

medium density SNP chip. The analyses showed that the

Angora breed is strongly different from the other French

breeds due to its southwestern Asian origins. The other

seven French goat breeds are genetically more closely

related but still clearly differentiated. We also discovered

that the Provenc�ale breed shows a particular pattern of

admixture, which will likely require sequencing data for

interpretation. We detected five significant genomic

regions differentially selected between breeds and three

candidate genes potentially involved (ADAMTS20, CSN1S1

and ASIP). Two of these selection signatures were reported

for the first time. All the results obtained in this study can

be useful for future breed management and pave the way

to further genetic studies on the evolutionary history of

goat populations.
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